Our vision

A vibrant, healthy and
prosperous Yorkshire
through everyone moving more
Read our
full strategy

Who
we are

We are a National Lottery funded
charity working predominantly
across the nine districts of South
Yorkshire and West Yorkshire, and
part of a network of England-wide
Active Partnerships.
We believe in the power of movement,
physical activity and sport to improve lives, and
are passionate about enabling everyone to
enjoy the benefits of an active life.
We are stronger when we move together.
This is why our work fully supports the aims
and common purpose of Sport England’s
2021-2031 Uniting the Movement vision by
connecting, influencing and supporting the
people and places across our regions.
We are committed to playing our part.

We best describe
our role in three
ways

Connect
bringing people, ideas,
agendas, projects and
expertise together.

Influence

Support

shifting thinking,
policy and decision
making.

providing backing,
funding, guidance
and resources to
and on behalf of
our partners.

2022 and beyond

Our vision themes

We believe movement, physical activity and sport has a big role to play in improving the physical and mental health of the region,
supporting the economy, connecting communities and rebuilding a stronger society for all. All these themes matter, all are
interconnected and all require a relentless focus to provide the step change needed to increase activity levels and reduce sedentary
behaviours. Now is the time to accelerate our work with partners from all sectors to make a step change in the physical activity
inequalities that exist.We know that doing this will also help to address wider inequalities in society.

Sport

Active Communities

There are inclusive, safe and accessible,
formal and informal high quality sports
opportunities at every level, and easy
progression for talent to flourish.

Neighbourhoods and communities will
be vibrant and connected through local
people creating a range of easy and
enjoyable opportunities to be active.

Active Design

Active Schools

Where we all live, work and play will
be designed to make it easy to be
active. Green, blue and open spaces
will be open to make the most of
our natural settings. Our spaces and
places will be safe, accessible and
inclusive for local people.

Health and Care

Physical activity will play a major role within
health and care systems so that everyone can
enjoy more healthy years of life.

Active Travel

It will be easy to make journeys by walking and
cycling to connect people with employment,
education, leisure and tourism. Everyone can
access these journeys that are integrated into
the wider public transport system.

All children and young people will
be active for at least 30 minutes
within the school day and early years’
settings will provide the foundations
for an active life.

Public Campaigns

Regular, population and targeted,
effective public campaigns will connect
and inspire people from all backgrounds
to be active.

Active Workplaces
Employers encourage and support
their people to be physically active
throughout their working day.

Vision

A vibrant, healthy and prosperous Yorkshire through everyone moving more

Our role

Connect

Influence

Two city regions, nine districts and thousands of diverse communities
in South Yorkshire and West Yorkshire

Across
Backbone
support

Excellent
organisation and
governance

Vision
themes

Active
Health and
Communities social care

Values

Support

Passion

Building
Our learning relationships
so far
takes time

Data insight and
learning
Active
design

Integrity
Local makes
change
happen

Active
travel

Learning

People and
leadership
Active
school

Sport

Fairness

Collaboration Being flexible
and
is powerful
adaptable

Communications

Learning sits
at the
heart of our
work

Active
workplace

Teamwork
Leadership
must be
distributed

Public
campaigns

Trust
We need
diversity of
thought

